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Chapter 366

Don’t talk about giving her pocket money, even the promised follow-up investment will
not be followed.

It now seems that only if Fredmen Willson quickly restores his male power, can she
continue to benefit from him.

Otherwise, Fredmen Willson will definitely abandon her, even the entire Willson family.

So far, the 10 million invested by Fredmen Willson is only able to sustain the Willson
Group, and it is far from enough to bring the Willson Group back to its peak.

Noah Willson laughed at the side and said, “This one can do it one at a time. It is very
effective.”

“Yeah.” Noah Willson nodded, and then, directly removed three of them from the
medicine board and took a bite of it.

He hoped that the imported western medicine would be effective, so he said to Wendy:
“Wendy, follow me upstairs.”

Wendy nodded hurriedly, came over to grab Fredmen Willson’s wrist, and said flatly, “My
dear, let’s go back to the room and try again.”

Fredmen Willson gave a hum, pulled Wendy into the room, and then asked her to use
her best efforts to help him find confidence.

But it is a pity that Wendy has been tossing for a long time, but these medicines are of
no use!



Fredmen Willson swallowed three more pills, but still couldn’t find the slightest feeling.

This moment made him feel down.

Seeing Wendy still showing off on him, he was so angry that he kicked her under the
bed and shouted: “I don’t need you here, get out!”

Wendy was afraid that Fredmen Willson would be angry with her, so she hurriedly said,
“My dear, don’t be too anxious. I believe I will find a way to cure you soon!”

“Get out!” Fredmen Willson yelled annoyingly and threw the pillow at Wendy.

Wendy dared not stay to touch him, hurriedly wrapped her clothes, and hurried out.

Fredmen Willson lay on the bed alone, trembling with anger.

A successful man, after reaching the pinnacle of his life, what he most looks forward to
is to be able to appreciate the amorous feelings of countless beautiful women.

However, once he lost his ability in that area, wouldn’t all that money has nothing to do
with him?

He can’t accept it!

Just when he was furious, the phone rang suddenly.

It was his mother who called.

Fredmen Willson hurriedly connected the phone and asked respectfully: “Mom, you
haven’t slept at this late hour?”

Bihua Willson cursed on the other end of the phone: “You b@stard! Are you going to kill
me? Do you want me to be eighty-four years old this year or not?”

Fredmen Willson hurriedly asked: “Mom, what kind of thing are you talking about, how
can I harm you?”



“bulls*it!” Bihua Willson blurted out: “I ask you, how did you offend Tianqi? He is going to
make a clean break with our family. Do you know how much loss this will cost to our
family?!”
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Fredmen Willson shivered in shock at what his mother said.

Because he offended that pauper Charlie, not only did he not save him, but he wanted
to make a clean break with his family?

This old thing was blinded by Charlie’s medicine, right? !

He was full of resentment, but he could only say to Bihua Willson: “Mom, that old dog
with the surname Shi is not a good thing!”

Bihua Willson gritted her teeth and cursed: “I don’t care what you do. On my
eighty-fourth birthday, Tianqi must come to Eastcliff to check my body and diagnose and
treat my problems. Otherwise, I will not forgive you!”

Many people are more selfish as they get older.

The older you are, the more you are afraid of death, and the more you want to live
longer. Therefore, Bihua Willson doesn’t want to know why Fredmen Willson and Tianqi
are in conflict. She just wants Tianqi to continue to be a health doctor for herself.

With him as a health doctor, it is no problem to live to be over ninety years old, but
without him, she may not even be able to pass this year’s hurdle.

Fredmen Willson was also depressed. He wanted to explain and complain, but Bihua
Willson didn’t give him a chance at all. After giving the order hard, she immediately
hung up the phone.

Fredmen Willson smashed the room angrily, and then finally gritted her teeth and picked
up the phone to call Tianqi, trying to use repentance and pleading to ask him to continue
to see his mother.

But Tianqi’s cell phone was turned off.



This made Fredmen Willson even more angry.

But no way, he dared not disobey his mother’s orders, so he dressed in embarrassment,
went downstairs, and drove to Tianqi’s Clinic.

When the car arrived at the gate of the Clinic, it was already closed.

Fredmen Willson gritted his teeth at the door but saw two figures walking out of the
darkness not far away.

One of them limped and seemed a bit familiar.

So Fredmen Willson hurriedly hid to the side and observed it secretly. As the two people
approached, he saw that it was a middle-aged man in his fifties with a young man in his
twenties.

The twenty-something young man was leaning on a cane in one hand and a huge green
oil drum in the other.

There are already some defeated middle-aged people next to him, holding the lame
young man in one hand and carrying the same green oil drum in the other.

Fredmen Willson recognized the young man. When he came to see Tianqi for treatment
today, the young man was being driven out by the pharmacy.

It seems that this guy is seeking no cure and is about to set fire to Tianqi’s Clinic!

The two people who came were Junwei Gao who had pretended to be forced by Charlie
in the hospital before and was finally thrown down from the third floor by Mr. Orvel.

Junwei Gao left his legs with sequelae and became lame. He hated Charlie in his heart.
He wanted to find Tianqi to heal the injury before going to Charlie to settle the account,
but he didn’t expect Tianqi to directly prevent him from entering the door.

He returned to the hospital and complained to his father Jianjun Gao. The two were too
angry, so they bought two barrels of gasoline and wanted to burn Tianqi’s Clinic.



The two people’s plan was to set the Clinic on fire, teach Tianqi a little lesson, and then
find a way to find Charlie for revenge.

Fredmen Willson heard Junwei Gao say to Jianjun Gao at this time: “Dad, you said that
the Old Master named Shi can’t live in the Clinic?”

“How do I know?” Jianjun Gao said coldly: “Well, he can’t live here, he just burned him
by a fire! dmn, fcking with me, it’s d*mn!”

Junwei Gao gritted his teeth angrily, and said: “This surname Shi, he couldn’t save him.
It would be cheaper to burn him to death with a fire!”
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After that, he opened the gasoline tank and said to Jianjun Gao next to him: “Dad, I
think I will pour the gasoline in through the rolling shutter, let the gasoline be fully spread
inside, and then make a fire outside to ensure that there are even cockroaches inside
can’t live!”

Jianjun Gao nodded, snorted coldly, and said, “Okay! Burn them to death!”

Although Jianjun Gao’s strength is not top-notch in Aurous Hill, it is not top-notch, but
when it comes to doting on his son, he is really the number one in Aurous Hill.

This old grandson’s ancestors have been singles for several generations. He has given
birth to several daughters in a row, and he has such a baby bump as Junwei Gao.
Naturally, he has been spoiled and spoiled since childhood.

When Junwei Gao was in elementary school, he was beaten with a ruler on the palm by
his teacher’s hand because of his poor study and class trouble. Jianjun Gao took
someone to the school and broke the teacher’s right arm, leaving him disabled for life

When Junwei Gao was in junior high school, he suffered a lot from fighting with others
at school. Jianjun Gao directly hired someone to knock his classmate who beat his son
into a vegetable;

Such examples are countless in Junwei Gao’s growth process.



In the eyes of Jianjun Gao, anyone who bullies his son will end up dead.

Tianqi wouldn’t heal his son’s legs, d*mn it!

That Charlie actually harmed his son to look like what he is today, even more d*mn it!

Therefore, he planned to burn Tianqi to death today, and then according to the planned
plot tomorrow, he would kill Charlie!

Fredmen Willson saw that the two of them were really going to set fire to Tianqi’s Clinic,
and might even burn Tianqi to death. Suddenly he became anxious, and he did not
hesitate to jump out and say to the two of them: “Two! impulse!”

Gao father and son were shocked!

They had thought that no one would notice them at night, but suddenly a person would
come out.

When Junwei Gao was shocked, he also recognized Fredmen Willson, and said in
surprise: “Are you the one who came to see Tianqi before? Why, are you going to help
him?”

Fredmen Willson hurriedly waved his hand and said: “I don’t care about Tianqi’s life or
death! But his magical medicine is worn close to his body. I believe his magical
medicine can not only heal your legs, but also my injuries. If you burn him with such a
fire, then his magical medicine must be burned too!”

Junwei Gao suddenly realized!

Yes indeed!

I didn’t expect it!

Tianqi really has a magical medicine, and that magical medicine can cure even
high-level paraplegia with spinal injury, let alone his lame leg.

If he burned him to death with fire, wouldn’t there be no chance to heal the lame leg?



Thinking of this, he suddenly hesitated.

Fredmen Willson said at this time: “Two people, I don’t think so, don’t burn the old dog’s
shop first, find a way to tie up the old dog, then grab his medicine, and finally kill him! “

Jianjun Gao frowned and asked, “Why, you also an enemy of Shi?”

“Of course there is a grudge!” Fredmen Willson said coldly: “And it’s an unshakable
hatred! I also want to kill him quickly, but first I have to get the magic medicine to cure
the disease!”

Jianjun Gao said: “In this case, it’s better for us to tie Shi together and force him to hand
over the magical medicine, and then kill him alive!”

“Okay.” Fredmen Willson nodded and said, “In this case, let’s leave contact information.
Let’s find a time tomorrow. Let’s meet to discuss the details!”
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Jianjun Gao and his son did not know that Tianqi only had half a magic drug.

But Fredmen Willson was very clear.

After all, he almost got the half pill from Tianqi’s hand in the afternoon.

He himself didn’t dare to attack Tianqi, but if the two of them dared to attack Tianqi, then
he would be able to sit back and enjoy his achievements as long as he did a little trick.

For example, he can imitate a few medicines according to the shape of the half
medicine and then take them with himself. After they tie Tianqi, find the half medicine
from Tianqi, and give them the fake medicines, and by that time he could not only heal
his own lifeblood, but even push Tianqi’s death completely on the father and son.

Jianjun Gao didn’t expect so many twists and turns.

He just felt that since they have a common enemy, they can be comrades-in-arms.



Many people are powerful, and the risks can be shared equally. Why not do it?

As for the magic drug, he didn’t know how much Tianqi had.

However, to him, Tianqi had to die if he had medicine, and he had to die if he didn’t
because he and his son could not swallow this breath.

So, he and Fredmen Willson exchanged contact information, and the two agreed to
make time for a telephone conversation tomorrow, and then left Tianqi’s Clinic with his
son carrying the gasoline can.

Fredmen Willson was complacent about his plan, and drove back to Willson’s villa in a
hurry, planning to go back to boil some noodles, get some black paint, and knead out a
few doughs like magical medicine.

On the way back from the Gao family, Junwei Gao asked his father Jianjun Gao: “Dad,
let’s get Charlie out and kill him according to the original plan tomorrow, and then make
an appointment with this person to kill Tianqi together?”

Jianjun Gao nodded and said, “Kill Charlie first, and when Charlie dies, let’s get Tianqi’s
magical medicine and heal your legs!”

“Great!” Junwei Gao said excitedly: “I find the magic medicine, I won’t have to be lame
in the future!”

Jianjun Gao smiled slightly and said, “Son, don’t worry, even if Dad is lame, he can’t
make you lame!”

After speaking, he said again: “Let’s go back and rest first. Tomorrow you will call and
follow the plan we planned!”

“Okay, dad!”

……

The next morning, Charlie bought it and came back early. After breakfast, his
mother-in-law Elaine went out to make an appointment with a good sister at the
Mahjong Hall.



Elaine is a mahjong fan. As long as there is nothing wrong, she will play mahjong in the
mahjong hall all day long.

Just out of the house and walking towards the Mahjong Hall, Elaine suddenly received a
call.

She took out her mobile phone and took a look, and found that Junwei Gao was calling,
so she picked up the phone and asked: “Junwei, how do you think of calling auntie?”

Since Claire married Charlie, Elaine thought about one thing every day: how to get her
daughter to divorce Charlie and then marry a wealthy family.

At the earliest, she hoped that her daughter would marry the second generation of rich
Wendell Jones, but the Jones family went bankrupt unexpectedly. What’s more amazing
is that Wendell Jones’s family disappeared overnight and never appeared in Aurous Hill;

Later, she hoped that her daughter would marry Fred White of White’s family, but when
Fred White was helping her to collect debts, he was slapped ten thousand times by
Orvel’s men, and then he never dared to come out again;

A few days ago, she hoped that her daughter would marry Junwei Gao. As a result,
Junwei Gao was directly thrown out of the window of her husband’s ward by Orvel.
Since then, Junwei Gao has disappeared.

It can be said that at this stage, Junwei Gao is actually the best candidate in her mind.

Although last time he found a deceitful genius Doctor Zhongjing, he could not heal her
husband’s injury, but he was also a victim of being deceived, so Elaine never blamed
him in her heart.
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On the contrary, Elaine often felt responsible for Junwei Gao’s broken leg. After all, they
were kind at the time.

So when she received a call from Junwei Gao, she was not only happy but also a little
guilty.



Junwei Gao said solemnly on the other end of the phone: “Auntie, when Uncle Willson
was hospitalized in a car accident last time, I was actually deceived and hired a fake
genius to treat uncle. I had no chance to say sorry to you…”

“Oh!” Elaine said flatteringly: “Junwei, what are you talking about! Auntie has always
been very grateful and guilty for what happened that day, it is the auntie who should say
sorry!”

At this time, Junwei Gao said hurriedly: “Where is it, auntie, this is all my negligence. I
haven’t checked the details of that Doctor Zhongjing.”

As he said, he continued: “So, I want to treat you to a meal so that I can apologize to
you. I hope you can agree.”

Elaine was immediately happy.

To be honest, she didn’t feel that Junwei Gao was at all wrong in this matter.

On the contrary, in her opinion, Junwei Gao was actually one of the victims of this
incident, and because of Charlie’s Rubbish, he broke a leg, and he was really innocent.

Moreover, Junwei Gao’s call made Elaine’s impression of him a little better.

Take a look at Junwei Gao. He doesn’t say that he has money at home, he is so
enthusiastic, he is so polite and respects her! This is a good candidate for a son-in-law!

If he can get in touch with her daughter more, and turn around and drive away Charlie’s
pauper who pretends and fools all day long, won’t her daughter be able to marry a rich
family?

More importantly, the Gao family has a convention and exhibition center, and the
amount of decoration projects in it are huge. If she and her daughter come together,
wouldn’t these projects also fall into the daughter’s company?

Even if you take the project, turn it over, or subcontract it to others, you can at least
make a price difference of several million?

Isn’t that 10,000 times stronger than that of Charlie?



Therefore, it is difficult to find a good guy like Junwei Gao with a lantern! Let the
daughter seize this opportunity to say anything.

Thinking of this, Elaine hurriedly said politely: “Oh, Junwei, you want to invite Auntie to
dinner, how sorry…”

“Auntie, don’t be so polite, this is what I should do!”

Junwei Gao heard her tone lose and hurriedly said, “Auntie, to show my sincerity, I also
specially prepared a gift worth millions!”

Millions of gifts? !

As soon as Elaine heard this, her heart immediately blossomed!

Mom!

Junwei Gao, this kid is so caring!

A million gifts, isn’t this sent?

So she smiled and hurriedly agreed, and asked excitedly: “Junwei, you tell auntie the
time and address, auntie must be there on time!”

Junwei Gao smiled and said: “Auntie, the address is set at T & H Hotel on Hex Road. It
is the best seafood restaurant in Aurous Hill. It’s at 12 o’clock at noon. Then we will
meet at the door.”

“Good, good!” Elaine happily agreed.

Junwei Gao said again: “Auntie, don’t tell Claire now, I also planned an apology
ceremony for her, and then you will have to help me secretly!”

Elaine smiled and said, “You young people understand romance! Okay! Auntie promises
you not to tell her!”


